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The last workshop I looked at in detail was in the month of August 2017, in which the World 
Peace Treaty was signed by 198 Nations with awake and aware people taking the Soul 
leadership of their Nations. It was in this month that @@ and I and our son K drove from 
Turkey north through Bulgaria Romania Hungary Austria back to the Czech Republic, where 
we turned in our lovely little audiA3 and flew back to New Zealand Aotearoa. After the 3 years 
of travelling, meeting MK and Carolina several time, along with many other Knowledge 
seekers around the planet, I was hit by a very heavy tax bill, which was to take another 3 years 
to finally pay off and get back up to date with the IRD, Inland Revenue Department (which I 
will show later in the workshop is rapidly transforming into the CUP). In any case this turned 
out to be a great blessing in disguise as I was forced to fly to Oz every month in my profession 
as rural emergency doctor to do a regular roster of night shifts, and it gave me the time and 
space in the year of 2018 CE, 175 BE, to stitch up 53 books of workshops and explorations 
into the Keshe Universe over 4 years of Workshops and developments. Most of these are now 
available as cheap pdfs in the Shop.  
 
The year of 2019 CE 176 BE was then spent writing a 54th Book, a spiritual journey, in which 
the synchronicity was so astonishing that I initially entitled it Signs of the Universe, but it 
ended up with a much more humble, befitting a true seeker and detached wayfarer, title; The 
Path of Search, soon to be available along with Book 53, (The 3rd Book of Search) in the Shop. 
At this point the contents may still be a threat to my registration to practice my profession, 
as I’ve had 2 strikes already, am currently working under close observation by the powers that 
be, and a 3rd strike may promote me to working only with plasma medicine and no longer 
licenced to use pharmaceuticals or surgery…  
 
It was only a month ago on Black Friday the 13th of March 2020 that  I flew back to do my 
regular roster of 18 days on with 2 off in the middle, unaware that instead of flying back to 
NZ for 10 days a month as usual, I would be stranded in Oz for a few months, and at this point 
maybe up to 6 months or even longer before I can get back to my family and tribe in Te Hiku 
O Te Ika, The Tail of the Stingray in the Far North of Aotearoa. Of course it was no accident 
that my interest in the Kf suddenly fired up again with MK’s teachings on the COVID19 crisis 
and his easy solutions for ALL viral infections, and so  I have made a series of Cups Of Life, 
COL1 – with Zinc based GANS for the brains lungs and skin, COL2 – with Copper based GANS 
for the organs below the diaphragm and the muscles – and the 3rd Double Cup arrangement 
referred to as the Cup of Man – COM, with pictures posted on the KfNZ Transcriptions blog.  
 
Just a few days ago, after having a Zoom meeting with Jimmy and Lisa and the Northern NSW 
Plasma group, I realised some more mistakes I made in the 1st Cups, and Lisa MacDonald a 
few days later posted a very helpful blog post on their website Plasma In Nature  After the 
Zoom meeting I made a Very special COL1 which was created on Easter Monday the 3rd day 
of Passover, the day on which the Christ resurrected His body, and the day that MK in this 
workshop 323 Thursday 9th April 2020 CE also said was the birthday of the Mahdi in his Iranian 
Shi’i and Zoroastrian religions.  
 

https://plasmainnature.com/how-to-keep-your-one-cup-going-for-months-or-any-gans-for-that-matter/


 
 
The timestamps are not accurate; they indicate the approximate time that each note refers 
to on the You tube timeline.  
 
19m: Rick Crammond’s intro: MK says this is a special day being the 9th Day of April and the 
day completing a cycle before the birth of the Mahdi Easter 2020…  27m: In the streets of 
Tehran, Iran, people are living like normal, taking buses etc, while much of the rest of the 
world is in lockdown and the Streets and Motorways of major Cities are empty across the 
planet. This difference is due to the coming of the Mahdi… 30m: A story of the man dying in 
the ICU in Iran who the doctors gave up on but allowed the protocol with the COL 1 &2 and 
the patient was discharged in the next few days. Mk is very angry that there was a young 
woman age 31 in the next bed, who had an identical course of her lung disease, but was not 
allowed to receive the GANS protocol and died. Mk is so angry he goes into a condemnatory 
tirade against the Evil doers, particularly the King of Belgium, Bill Gates, and the Illuminati 
agenda which is to get rid of the weak. Pharmaceuticals will soon run out and people will not 
get their regular drugs that are keeping them alive! This is the plan of the Gates foundation, 
Gf, along with their mass vaccination and digital tattoo ID agenda. 
 
43m In France people are getting skin rashes, which is another phase of the disease spectrum. 
The skin is part of the brain, like the lungs and associated organs. The redness and painful 
rash are created by the Calcium field energy, and the treatment of this is spraying or soaking 
with COL1 plasma water. Shows some pictures of the rash that look to my medical eye like 
Raynaud’s phenomenon, a painful red rash associated with cold temperatures and frosty 
days.  



 
0115h: MK says he has a report from doctors in Wuhan that is very dire, and showed only a 
10% survival across several cities, or 90% mortality! Notetaker Note: This does not compute 
with the stats coming out of Italy, Spain, UK, New York, Australia etc which show more like at 
the most a 1% mortality overall, and mainly due to comorbid conditions and not directly to 
the virus. The best experiment we have in Oz is the cruise ship Ruby Princess in which there 
were over 600 elderly people with positive COVID19 swabs – 19 of whom have now died as of 
2 days ago, an approximate mortality of 3% across an elderly population with lots of 
comorbidities) Either way I am inclined to take these prognostications with a grain of Celtic 
Sea Salt, through which my other wing @@ and I have proven beyond a shadow of a doubt 
that the science is real and effective. Hence, I was very happy when at 0124h MK went back 
into the science and started a new drawing about the 1st 2 Cups and the 3rd Cup etc…  
 
0123: With Cups of Life 1 & 2 MK shows us how to elevate the physicality, and the process 
can be done with the Cup of Man; the 1st 2 cups are not needed. When we make a COM we 
do not look into the GANS of the cup, we look into the soul of the cups. This is where we will 
find our strength, and this is where you become twin of a set. When MK explained the COL 
and the COM we (knowledge seekers) always looked  at the physicality. In COL1 he gave us 
the physical dimension of the white tissue, In COL2 he gave us the soul of the condition of the 
physical part of the muscle tissue. In the COM he gave us the interaction between the soul of 
the physicality and the soul of the Man. “In a way you’ve built yourself and your twin sister 
(system?) When Number 1 is stronger because it carries the Zinc, Number 2 is weaker, whuch 
carries the copper. In a way when the soul of the man through the emotion, gives to the 
physicality, you have nw created what ee know as a single soul.” MK draws an infinity loop 
around Cups 1 and 2 in the COM arrangement, then draws a box around that and says “this 
is the cup of the soul of the man, we call it the man. Now I stand the man in front of his Cup 
and put the soul of the man (draws an orange spot in man’s head) then now you understand 
the gift I gave you.” He draws a man figure with soul in his head connected to the soul 
between the cups, connected by another field flow in a figure 8 or mobius strip 
 

 
 
MK Starts another drawing on same board, lower left: “If you understood, you should have 
made the Cup this way – the Cup of the Soul of Man, and the Cup of the Soul of Physicality. 
Then when you stood Man in front of it you would have this and in so many ways you should 
have got your answer… In a very simple way. The Cup of Man is not a cup to drink – the Cup 
of Man is the Soul of the Creator to give – and in so many ways, if you made the Cup of Man 
with absolute purity of heart, the man can be you or your children, or anywhere in the ethos 



of the Kf. We are here to serve, (and not to be served) – this is the ethos of the Kf. We Love. 
We Give. Loving is Giving.” 
 

 
In this drawing we have COL1 and 2 top right, COM top right, how the human interacts with 
the COM lower left, and lower right the interaction of our Cup with other people children 
friends and Kf Seekers around the planet…  
 
0128: The knowledge seekers are still wrapped in the rope of physicality and never 
understood this Ethos. People are making statements saying their cups are not producing any 
GANS, MKs answer is “what a stupid comment! Can you see the strength of it’s soul? You are 
in deep trouble … so extend the soul!”  0131: With this crisis lots of people will run out of 
drugs and pharmaceuticals, but if we run out of our drugs we can put our medicine in the Cup 
of Man (make a GANS of our drugs)… we should put drugs for mind and emotions in COL1 and 
for physical problems in COL2. Opiate addicts can put their drug in in the COL1, so it works 
through the soul, not the physicality, to elevate the soul of the man in the Dominion. (a higher 
level of the universe.) If we understand the process and not become a copycat we will find a 
table of food in the COM that will feed us through time, though the soul of the physicality.  
 
0136 MK draws a picture of the Kf structure with 2 women the Yin and the Yang at the centre… 
0138 “Is the word Mahdi, Messiah, Shaddai – whatever you call it, is it the name of the 
Creator? And is today His birthday?” MK appears to be saying it is time for the coming of the 
Messiah/Mahdi in ALL of us, in this Cup of Man. This is what makes man (and woman) his own 
King (and queen) either on his own spaceship or on Spaceship Earth  
 



 
 
0151 The old Jewish practice at Passover/Pesach/Easter was to put a cross of blood from an 
animal at the door and the virus would pass over. The blood was a GANS like in the COM. This 
time we don’t sacrifice. “We gave you the knowledge which you fell into through your 
stupidity. In the coming time we’ll make the COM the Soul of the Creator – there is no need 
for physicality.” 
 
0153: Wang Lin in China brings a report from a Chinese man who no longer needs to eat and 
drink to survive. He wants to receive more information on how this works and how he can 
improve his soul to reach the Universal Society? MK answers that he can live this way for a 
thousand years, and that in this condition we have the ability to create children through the 
soul or the physicality. Now we understand our schizophrenia with the realms of physicality 
and the soul.  
 
0200: Iranian Kf is getting in touch with Farsi communities all over the planet to give them the 
plasma tech to save their lives. Gates foundation (Gf) is using every trick in the book, every 
trap and every attack in the book, to shoot down the Kf. With the plasma tech there is no 
need for vaccines. COL is effective with ALL viruses but keep on using it once a day for the 
next 6 months – spray the body – keep spray bottles next to your toothbrush in the bathroom- 
this is for saving your physicality not your tooth! ☺ We will evolve with the technology - allow 
the COM to evolve with us… MK then says a Farsi word that indicates this day has a special 
meaning and is the birthday of the Mahdi within all mankind, also on a deeper level the 
structure forming with Iranian groups around the planet.  
 
0220: Stefania Italian UC member and MOZHAN was hit by COVID19 and it was a 2-week 
process to get over it though she was out of danger on the first day. It took quite a while to 
get her energy back. She is mentally uplifted but took some time for her body to recover 
strength. She is recommending everybody to use the GANS as it is such a beautiful journey, 
the best thing that could have happened! Stefania explains how this experience made her feel 
the same as when she went through the MOZHAN training 0235. Arabic UC member Jamilla 



also reports she had the virus. She flew from the Kf manufacturing plant in Arizona and arrived 
in Paris 2 days before lock-down. She had a fever after a few days and felt the virus trying to 
attack her lungs – recovered quickly with the GANS and made cups for her whole family 0245: 
MK plays a video of Jamilla wrapped up in her GANS soaked clothes. 
 
0218: The first Body ENHANCEMENT unit is being shipped to Austria. The price on these units 
has dropped from 1million to 250K Euros.  
 
0250:  The head of the Kf is Ella in Italia. The future of the Kf is in the hands of 2 women, one 
Chinese, the other not Chinese. O258: MK quotes Baha’u’llah’s rule in His Most Holy Book 
Kitab-i-Aqdas that says if a person has a male and a female child, and has only enough means 
to pay for the education of one child, the female child should be educated, because the 
female will educate the children of mankind. 2058: MK goes into some deep Zoroastrian 
mysteries involving the Number 9 (today being the 9th April) and this is the completion. MK 
appears to be saying that this Passover Easter which celebrates the crucifixion of Christ and 
his resurrection on the 3rd day, is celebrating the birth of the Mahdi or the Christ within all of 
us. He talks about the importance and the blessing of Iran taken over by the women in this 
crisis, while it is time for the men to bark. MK then has a good laugh when he receives a text 
from Doug MacDonald in Australia saying that it was the same in Scotland where the women 
ran things while the men used to sit around, bark, and rattle their swords!”  
 
0310: MK goes back to the Chinese report and says the Chinese have lied to the world ad 
continue to lie about the huge death toll in these eastern Chinese cities. Shows a photograph 
of a Chinese motorway system that has very few cars.  
 
0322: Report from the mayor of Busshir a large city in Iran. 0326: Azar explains the situation 
in Iran where there are 2 groups on the Government. One wants to relax all the restrictions 
let the economy come back, and allow approximately 15 Million people with comorbid 
conditions to die. The other group wants to pay all the people a certain amount (2 million 
Tumans?) to stay at home for another 6 weeks and let the virus pass then everybody will 
survive. MK says that this same problem sits with all the mayors of major cities across the 
planet, from New York to London to New Delhi and Auckland.  
 
Note from Notetaker: Today I had an update from the NZ Medical Council that they are 
considering the pros and cons of similar options, and I have reports from my kids in NZ that 
the government has come through with a weekly payment for everybody that covers the basic 
bills. To me this is almost like a Cup of Life, and I reflected on the fact that the IRD (Inland 
Revenue Department) whose function is to take money off people, appears to be in process 
of being replaced by the CUP (Community Universal Payment or Putea) – (it works in both 
Maori and English) whose function is to give money to people.  
 
The British Government has made a policy that people with underlying heart or lung disease 
will not be resuscitated. This is the same with ALL the Governments. The Kf has documents 
showing that the Gf has bribed all the world leaders and made an arrangement with all 
governments to give over control to the vaccine (and the digital tattoo proving vaccine 
status). They have taken nature to ransom, and there will be a lot of fatalities, but the human 
race will survive this as they survived Fukushima. 0330: The Corona is made to Crown one 



person, but MK has a message for him; “Not in My Time! Not in My space!”  02331: Azar 
points out that the people in government who want the 15 million to die in Iran are the same 
ones that have invested in vaccine companies and been bribed by Gf.  MK goes on for a while 
with dire prognostications for the whole planet, sounding more and more like his ancestor 
Noah!  
 
0342: A question from Liliana in Spanish group translated by Jon of Argentina, about the 
interference that 5G radiation might have with making GANS? MK thinks that 5G frequencies 
can interfere with human health and immunity, by blocking uptake of Oxygen. But the Corona 
is more associated with the energy of calcium. It’s not the whole picture as Iran does not have 
5G yet but still effected severely by the virus… It has its own damages but not connected with 
the Corona… Rick says that the virus is a gift to humanity making us develop the new tools – 
Stefania agrees – the souls are getting educated in the Universe and Unicos – therefore 
reaching so much strength that the virus and the 5G etc and the pollution are no longer an 
issue – we have no excuse to feel like victims – we can unite and understand the power in our 
hands, each one of responsible, - all the things disappear in thin hair! Azar is saying that the 
Kf knowledge in Iran has become a virus – kf is going to every village in Iran as Iran is becoming 
the center of new knowledge. At age 17 she bought new apartment in Tehran and she knew 
some American friends, but after the revolution her friend had a scarf covering her face, 
hiding behind a hijab … then she found she and her husband had political positions in Iran. 
MK says same problem in China, American passports not a good thing to carry. Pretty soon 
an Iranian passport will be what everybody will want.  
 
0400: The departure of so many souls from the pandemic has multiple reasons, One, this 
brings man to a position of no respect for wealth and governance Two, the opening of the 
space interaction. Many companies will go this way and governments will develop the new 
technology, Arizona and China will take the lead… Soon the entire human race will recognise 
the UC and the UC. These souls departing came to make the way for mankind. Why so many 
in one go? What do these members bring? Our governments cannot govern, the Kings and 
Queens hidden in the palaces can’t do anything. Looting of palaces will take place soon, art 
works do not feed the stomach of the people. A very interesting video on internet is said to 
be in America! It shows people ransacking a huge supermarket, and American marines 
wandering around with machine guns not able to do anything. Everybody better get cash at 
home for when the electronic system collapses… when bank system collapses your money 
has no value - mankind is getting ready for that change – churches are being used as 
mortuaries… Where is the priest, or the man of God? Leasing his space to the Corona virus! 
… Rick asks what will happen to the Bibles? – MK says they will be used to burn the bodies. 
And are the men in the coffins suffering like the man on the cross above them? Nobody will 
go into the House of God for fear of dying. 0415 Stefania’s thumb appears in the picture 
showing calcification under her thumb nail from the virus.  
 
 



 
 
0432 MK tells the story of how John of Belgium working for the K of B put poison on the 
papers that MK was handling, and actually told MK a story about how they poisoned people 
with poison on the Books of God in the Vatican in former times.  O434 In the Middle East 
people are not going to the mosques but praying and singing in their private spaces so it can 
be heard across the towns… they have brought the mosques into their hearts…  0438: MK 
says good bye to everybody a good hour before the end of the workshop…  
 
Notetaker Note: At this point of listening and note taking I noticed a live broadcast from Dr. 
Steven Greer, another one of the great planetary teachers at this time, who has just released 
his film, Close Encounters of the 5th Kind, and also released an App which is training program 
on how to interact with interstellar beings, and keep in touch with your local CE5 group,  as 
well as with the higher order beings of the Universal Community. This training goes hand in 
hand with MK’s teaching, with different types of applications of the knowledge. Both SG and 
MK emerged from a background of Bahai faith, which is the main reason I have continued to 
keep in touch with both of them… One of the things SG mentioned today is that our REM 
sleep condition is a kind of training ground also for this sort of interaction, as this 
consciousness is with the light body that goes beyond time and space, so in this way we have 
all had pre-cognitive dreams in which we see what will happen in the future…  
 
0453 Azar asks how the Corona virus makes Calcium. MK makes a drawing of the fields of the 
earth interacting with the fields of the Sun and creating packages, eg Calcium, Nitrogen. When 
these packages are drawn down to the Inertial field of the earth, they manifest in the matter 
state. MK makes a very colourful diagram of how the earth makes calcium on its surface and 
shows the corona virus doing the same thing on the surface of the cell.  
 



 
 
0500: MK starts another diagram showing the COL1 making the GANS of Mg and CuO. Mg 
connects things together in the body. If you add the GANS of Mg, Calcium goes from the 
matter to the GANS state. We end up with a very complicated diagram showing simply that 
Mg pulls out the Ca from the matter state. MK comments that this stuff needs to be taught 
over centuries.  
 

 
 
There are ongoing comments from Rick and Azar… Azar says if she sends LOVE to the virus it 
should deal with it too. 0511: MK says yes and in this same way we can create soul children 
without physicality.  Likewise, the soul creation of the COM is a creation of our Soul. 0516: 



Azar says this sort of knowledge will make the doctors look like magicians just like Avicenna 
looked like a magician in his day…  
 
0518: Ella concludes the workshop by presenting a challenge to knowledge seekers to pick up 
and help with the transcribing work, to correct maybe a hundred lines of computer generated 
subtitles. Doing this on last week’s Knowledge Seeker workshop a few of them managed to 
get a corrected transcript on the YouTube video by 30 hrs after the workshop. Ella encourages 
anyone interested to get in touch … there is support from more experienced members to help 
people pick this up…   Ella then presents a new format for the Kf Plasma Times, which has 
been a bit delayed but is an awesome product, very professional, with assistance from an 
Iranian team for the new look.  
 

 
 
MK finishes with a few comments and repeats his message about the GANS of medicine being 
able to be made and can be harvested through the amino acid of the Cup. “But if you try to 
help with the soul of the man maybe you don’t need the Cup.”  


